Open Education, Open Scotland

The ALT Scotland SIG OPen Education, Open Scotland event at the University of Edinburgh Informatics Forum, 3 June 2014.

Second Open Scotland Meeting, 3rd June, Edinburgh

The second Open Scotland meeting, facilitated by the ALT Scotland SIG in collaboration with Jisc RSC Scotland, SQA and Cetis will take place on the 3rd of June at the Informatics Forum, University of Edinburgh.

Welcome from ALT Scotland SIG – Linda Creanor, Glasgow Caledonian University and Joe Wilson, SQA

Welcome from ALT Scotland SIG – Linda Creanor (@lcreanor) & Joe Wilson (@joecar) #openscot #altc
Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Great to see such a good turn out at the #OpenScot event!

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

.@joecar talking about the dangers of loosing the focus on the learner in the midst of restructuring. #OpenScot

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

.@joecar Universities in Scotland have a very privileged position, but relationship between learners & institutions is changing #OpenScot
#openscot all levels need to share and understand with the learners at the centre

@joecar Where are the attempts to look at new models of assessment? Not just paper certificates? #OpenScot

@joecar #openscot encouraging delegates to think out the box on resources, assessment, credentials

@joecar Employers want to see that rich portfolio of experience that differentiates students as individuals #OpenScot

Touching on the digital divide at #openscot

@joecar How can we help community learning & digital participation? A learner without a browser is now at a disadvantage #OpenScot

A citizen without a browser is at a disadvantage as Government moves online by default says @joecar at #openscot
Ian Stuart
@IanStuart66
#openscot a learner or even a citizen without a browser is at a disadvantage
4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell
@joecar How can we open up access to resources to empower disadvantaged learners? #OpenScot
4 YEARS AGO

Ian Stuart
@IanStuart66
#openscot Learning resources should come round the system
4 YEARS AGO

Phil Barker
@philbarker
#OpenScot, @joecar wants to see learning materials and resource flowing around the system, instead of complaints about inadequacies
4 YEARS AGO

Claire Donlan
@clairedonlan
We can support learners better through openness - communities of practice @joecar #openscot #altc
4 YEARS AGO

Open Scotland, Open ALT – Maren Deepwell, ALT
Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell
@MarenDeepwell introducing the work of @A_L_T #OpenScot
4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell
@MarenDeepwell acknowledging the role of SQA and @RSCScotland in supporting the ALT Scotland SIG. < Don’t forget @cetisuk !!! #OpenScot
4 YEARS AGO

clairedonlan
@clairedonlan
#openscot #altc Update from @MarenDeepwell about collaboration, strategy and partnerships @A_L_T
4 YEARS AGO

Sheila MacNeill
@sheilmcn
People are at the heart of what we do - timely reminder from @MarenDeepwell #openscot #alt - not all we care about is digital
@FionnCarmichael · 4 YEARS AGO
Indeed #openscot #altc pic.twitter.com/JKDj9S122e

@WILBERT KRAAN  ·  4 YEARS AGO

#openscot @maren Deepwell (ALT) talks about #ocTEL as a great example of sharing. pic.twitter.com/qwv97oDc32

@MARK WETTON  ·  4 YEARS AGO
Scottish Government Perspectives – Colin Cook, Deputy Director of Digital Strategy, Scottish Government

Digital Strategy

Colin Cook

The Scottish Government’s Digital Strategy by Colin Cook

LORNA CAMPBELL

Colin Cook introducing the Scottish Government’s Digital Strategy #OpenScot

Cook: Mike Russel, @Feorlean, has acknowledged the importance of MOOCs "and other things" for widening participation #OpenScot
Colin Cook talking about the challenges of developing digital Scotland #OpenScot pic.twitter.com/1B7VUAkKoF

Lorna M. Campbell @LORNAMCAMPBELL · 4 YEARS AGO

Colin Cook Scottish Govt how Scotland is to become world class digital nation #openscot

Waltatek @waltatek · 4 YEARS AGO

Gordon McLeod @LearnTribe · 4 YEARS AGO

Encouraging to see Scottish Government value technology as an enhancer for education #openscot
Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: Community Broadband Scotland is charged with developing solutions for communities excluded from current connectivity #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: @scotgov recognises that digital participation offers an opportunity to challenge ingrained inequalities #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: Third sector organisations have a huge role to play because to the epotiion of trust they have with the digitally excluded #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: Skills Development Scotland's ICT Skills Investment Plan skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/news-and-event... #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

mark wetton
markwetton

#openscot @scotgov Colin Cook talks about the need for industry partnership with education in developing a digital skills academy.

4 YEARS AGO

Phil Barker
@philbarker

#OpenScot Cook: part of Scottish Gov context is desire to "maximising use of public assets" [does public funding == public asset?]

4 YEARS AGO
Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: @scotgov has a commitment to drive forward digital transformation across the public sector #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

waitatek
@waitatek

#openscot SG has digital strategy based on digital first & digital by desire

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: @scotgov recognises that digital participation offers an opportunity to challenge ingrained inequalities #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: It's important to focus on learning, not just assistance #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: @scotgov wants to provide opportunities for people to move up the digital skills pathway #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: We do think the wider use of data is critical to long term vision of delivering effective public services #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: We want people to be comfortable with how data is being shared, & that safeguards are in place to promote public confidence #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO
Kerr Gardiner
@kerrg

#openscot by 2020 Scotland should have full digital coverage including rural

@IanStuart66 · 4 YEARS AGO

Kerr Gardiner
@kerrg

#openscot ipo.gov.uk/response-copyr... talking open, hopefully these copyright changes are a step in the right direction

@IanStuart66 · 4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cook: We have a policy commitment to build a world class digital Scotland #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

SFC Update – David Beards, Scottish Funding Council
OU Scotland’s Open Education Project – Ronald McIntyre, OU Scotland

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

David Beards from the Scottish Funding Council & Ronald MacIntyre @roughbounds talking about new open ed practices project #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO
Breads: learning technology is high on the funding council agenda at the moment #OpenScot

Beards: Jisc is still the biggest thing that SFC funds #OpenScot

Beards: @Jisc are committed to the open agenda so it is up to everyone here to let them know what we want them to do #OpenScot

Beards: SFC is funding the OU £1.27 million over 3 years to support sectors capacity in online pedagogy #OpenScot
SFC funding £1m Open Education project to explore open educational practices in Scotland #openscot pic.twitter.com/cVtYgCohkb

The new “Open Project” outputs are very much in accordance with the activities undertaken by #OpenScot over the last year.

Beards: new project will have an online hub to share best practice #OpenScot

Beards: project will develop a small number of high quality OERs of particular benefit to Scotland #OpenScot
Beards: project will evaluate various economic models of openness #OpenScot

what we are really talking about is shift in balance of knowledge and power

open learning has broadened access but hasn't necessarily broadened participation #OpenScot

Where has this word 'Findability' come from? and what is it? #openscot #alc

new project wants to engage with the "unusual suspects" #OpenScot

hits the nail on the head by acknowledging the importance of the open practitioner in driving change #OpenScot

We can't expect people to be open practitioners if we don't support them. Scale only comes with support. #OpenScot
@GilesPepler asking what the role of SFC is in developing open institutions? #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Beards: SFC has to respond to the challenge and stay up to date in terms of practice. #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Beards: MOOCs dominate the policy rhetoric, but that’s well understood & issues of pedagogy are always there in the background #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Gordon McLeod
@LearnTribe

Beards: Commercialisation mindset is huge barrier to progressing #oer > absolutely #openscot

@IanStuart66 · 4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@lcreanor Flagging up some resentment in sector that the process of establishing the OU project has not been open or transparent #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Open Badges, Open Borders – Suzanne Scott, Borders College
Open Badges, Open I

Suzanne Scott
Borders College
Technology Enhanced Learning

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@sscotborders talking about Borders College excellent Open Badge implementations
#OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Mozilla Open Badges
@OpenBadges

If you're interested in learning more about #openbadges at @BordersCollege, check this out:
rsc-scotland.org/?p=2454 || #openscot #altc

@BordersCollege · 4 YEARS AGO

Gordon McLeod
@LearnTribe

@sscotborders chance discussion with Head of HR drove forward staff CPD badges & raised awareness of all staff #openscot

4 YEARS AGO

Ronald Macintyre
@roughbounds

@BordersCollege staff know about badges because all hr cpd for staff is badge, another fine practical idea heard at #OpenScot

@IanStuart66 · 4 YEARS AGO
Open badges for staff CPD - increased loyalty and attendance at CPD sessions #openscot #altc

@clairedonlan

#openscot @Suzanne Scott presents nice implementation of Open Badges at Borders College.
pic.twitter.com/uENLTJn5pm

@MARKWETTON

@sscotborders The enthusiasm of that #openbadges lightbulb moment followed by brick wall of management kainotophobia #openscot

@LearnTribe

Great! @sscotborders Borders College journey started with open badges pilot on Moodle now spread 2 staff CPD instead of paper cert #openscot

Phonar Open Courses – Jonathan Worth, Coventry University
PHONAR - A free and open photography class

As has become fairly standard operating procedure at this time of year #phonar enters a kind of pupa-like stasis. During this gestation period the onsite class decide how they're going to emerge and how they're going to transform some of the momentum they garnered during the live ten week iteration.

@Jonathan_Worth talking changing business models and the power of fandom #OpenScot

@Jonathan_Worth's Photography course expanded from 9 - 35,000 people after 13 weeks. Mixed response from the university! #OpenScot

@Jonathan_Worth Digital fluency is an extremely valuable product. #OpenScot

#openscot @Jonathan_Worth warns of danger of valuing the contents of a library more than the librarian

@Jonathan_Worth If you think your product as a teacher is information, you're going head to head with the internet. Good luck! #OpenScot
Institutions hear "open" and they think "free", but talk about "connected" & they see opportunities #OpenScot

Connections mean networks and opportunities #OpenScot

talking about the importance of hashtags for aggregating information, communities & experiences #OpenScot

"The biggest youth photography class in the world" #OpenScot

Signal by John Stanmeyer worldpressphoto.org/content/americ... Why are the people in this photo not taking this picture? #OpenScot

World Press Photo Academy - Connected Learning facebook.com/wpphconnected #OpenScot
Totally inspired by @Jonathan_Worth #openscot

Exploring the Digital University - Sheila MacNeill, Glasgow Caledonian University

Sheila MacNeill

Exploring the Digital University, ALT Scotland, 3
#altc #openscot

@sheilmcn now, standing in for @nlafferty who is poorly. Get well son Natalie! #OpenScot

@sheilmcn crediting Bill Johnston, ex of CAPLE, @UniStrathclyde, as the inspiration for her digital university research #OpenScot

@sheilmcn Digital repositories alone do not make a digital university #OpenScot
Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@sheilmcn 4 key themes for digital unis: digital participation, info literacy, learning environments, curriculum & course design #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@sheilmcn universities civic roles can change quite profoundly through digital technology #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@sheilmcn need to think about the interface of digital / physical interaction #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@sheilmcn talking about @EdinburghNapier’s digital futures project staff.napier.ac.uk/services/vice-... #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Phil Barker
@philbarker

#OpenScot @sheilmcn talking about mapping digital literacy and residency across different services. Her blog post howsheilaseesit.wordpress.com/2014/02/14/whe...

@jacqu23 - 4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@sheilmcn a key thing about universities is place and time #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

clairedonlan
@clairedonlan

Digital University. How we use our data. Map of online activity within a university. Sense of place as a digital hub. @sheilmcn #openscot

4 YEARS AGO
.@sheilmcn referring to excellent work being done by @mugpunter7 and @CaledonianNews Library opencot.net/higher-educati... #OpenScot

@sheilmcn talking about the luxury of being an open practitioner #OpenScot < But does that luxury come at the price of job security?

Opening GLOW – Ian Stuart and John Johnston

Opening Glow

John Johnston & Ian Stuart
Glow product Owners

Opening GLOW by John Johnston and Ian Stuart
LORNA CAMPBELL

Next up @IanStuart66 and @johnjohnston talking about GLOW #OpenScot

.@IanStuart66 talking about dispersing teaching computer skills throughout core subjects #OpenScot
@johnjohnston GLOW initially started life as a national schools intranet in 2001 #OpenScot

@johnjohnston Now Glow is about unlocking the benefits of the internet & providing learning opportunities #OpenScot

@johnjohnston For some time GLOW seemed clunky & unworkable #openscot pic.twitter.com/DIJVEsxh7i
@johnjohnston In 2010 wikis & forums were added to GLOW #openscot pic.twitter.com/sPuBakAuiQ

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@IanStuart66 Identity management should be core to GLOW services #openscot

cottagelabs

Bill and Ted references at #openscot..most excellent

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@IanStuart66 Accommodating BYOD has to be part of the GLOW landscape #OpenScot

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@IanStuart66 A "product owner" manages the interface between education and technology #OpenScot
Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@johnjohnston Acknowledging there's still lots of work to do with GLOW, but also plenty room to manoeuvre & become open educators #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@johnjohnston & @IanStuart66 We need to encourage teachers to open up in as many ways as possible #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Getting to Open

The technology is the easy bit, culture is harder we need help from folk further along the road.

@IanStuart66 & @johnjohnston Getting to open.... #opencot pic.twitter.com/hAIbIX1WQ7

4 YEARS AGO

clairedonlan
@clairedonlan

@IanStuart66 @johnjohnston GLOW #OpenScot Getting to open needs help from other people - technology is easy, culture is harder

4 YEARS AGO
Gordon McLeod
@LearnTribe

@IanStuart66 @joecar will Glow ever morph into Glew? glew.org.uk #openscot

@joecar • 4 YEARS AGO

Linda Creanor
@lcreanor

Interesting to hear about new developments around Scotland’s national school intranet, GLOW, at Alt-Scotland event #openscot #alt

4 YEARS AGO

Phil Barker
@philbarker

#openscot interesting discussion kicking off from observation that open tech is easy compared to persuading systems managers to open access

@FionnCarmichael • 4 YEARS AGO

Scottish Open Education Declaration – Lorna M. Campbell, Cetis
Scottish Open Education Declaration

This draft was authored by the Open Scotland initiative which includes representatives of Cetis, SQA, Jisc RSC Scotland, and the ALT Scotland SIG. For further information, please visit Open Scotland at http://openscot.net/ We invite all those with an interest in education in Scotland to comment on and contribute to this draft.

ALT Updates
@A_L_T

Scottish Open Education Declaration, @LornaMCampbell (Cetis) #openscot #altc youtube.com/watch?v=CXqjkx...

Grainne Hamilton
@grainnehamilton

declaration.openscot.net Draft Scottish Open Education Policy. Fantastic community development driven by @LornaMCampbell #openscot

Linda Creanor
@lcreanor

@LornaMCampbell inviting comments on draft open Scotland declaration at declaration,openscot.net/ #openscot

https://storify.com/LornaMCampbell/open-education-open-scotland.html
some more #sketchnotes from #openscot #alt - work in progress pic.twitter.com/OwudOqnavC

@SHEILMCN · 4 YEARS AGO

Sheila MacNeill
@sheilmcn

Great day at #openscot #alt - thanks to all involved in organising it - #openbydefault

@Jonathan_Worth · 4 YEARS AGO

clairedonlan
@clairedonlan

A great day at Uni of Edinburgh Open Scotland event - ALT Scotland SIG #OpenScot #altc @A_L_T

4 YEARS AGO

john johnston
@johnjohnston

gread day at #alt #openscot not many tweets from me, but lots of notes for tomorrows #edutalk

@IanStuart66 · 4 YEARS AGO